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Tau is a hallmark pathology of Alzheimer’s disease, and animal models have suggested that
tau spreads from cell to cell through neuronal connections, facilitated by β-amyloid (Aβ). We
test this hypothesis in humans using an epidemic spreading model (ESM) to simulate tau
spread, and compare these simulations to observed patterns measured using tau-PET in 312
individuals along Alzheimer’s disease continuum. Up to 70% of the variance in the overall
spatial pattern of tau can be explained by our model. Surprisingly, the ESM predicts the
spatial patterns of tau irrespective of whether brain Aβ is present, but regions with greater Aβ
burden show greater tau than predicted by connectivity patterns, suggesting a role of Aβ in
accelerating tau spread. Altogether, our results provide evidence in humans that tau spreads
through neuronal communication pathways even in normal aging, and that this process is
accelerated by the presence of brain Aβ.
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lzheimer’s disease is characterized by the presence of βamyloid plaques and neuroﬁbrillary tangles of hyperphospohrylated tau at autopsy. Both of these pathological
phenomena can now be quantiﬁed spatially in the brains of living
humans using positron emission tomography (PET), allowing for
the study of disease progression before death and, indeed, before
symptoms manifest1. β-Amyloid plaques are detectable in the
brain many years or even decades before dementia onset2, but
appear to have only subtle effects on cognition and brain health in
humans3–6. In contrast, tau neuroﬁbrillary tangles are strongly
correlated with local neurodegeneration and, in turn, cognitive
impairment7,8. However, tau tangle aggregation speciﬁcally in the
medial temporal lobes is a common feature of normative aging9–11,
itself associated with subtle cognitive effects12,13. Frank cognitive
impairment often coincides with the spreading of tau tangles out of
the medial temporal lobes and into the surrounding isocortex, a
process that animal models have suggested may be potentiated or
accelerated by the presence of β-amyloid plaques14,15.
Due to its close link with neurodegeneration and cognitive
impairment, tau has received special attention as a potential therapeutic target for Alzheimer’s disease16. Perhaps the most compelling features of tau pathophysiology are its rather focal
distribution of aggregation and its highly stereotyped pattern of
progression through the brain. Speciﬁcally, neuroﬁbrillary tangles
ﬁrst appear in the transentorhinal cortex, before spreading to the
anterior hippocampus, followed by adjacent limbic and temporal
cortex, association isocortex, and ﬁnally to primary sensory
cortex10,17–19. This very particular pattern has led many to speculate that pathological tau itself, or a pathological process that
incurs tau hyper-phosphorylation and toxicity, may spread directly
from cell to cell through anatomical connections20,21. Strong evidence in support of this hypothesis has come from animal models,
which have repeatedly demonstrated that human tau injected into
the brains of β-amyloid-expressing transgenic rodents leads to the
aggregation of tau in brain regions anatomically connected to the
injection site14,22–25. An important caveat to the aforementioned
studies is that they often involve injection of tau aggregates that
greatly exceed the amount of tau produced naturally in the human
brain. In addition, the studies were performed in animals that do
not get Alzheimer’s disease naturally.
Unfortunately, there are many obstacles to studying the tauspreading hypothesis in humans. While autopsy studies have
provided evidence for tau spreading26,27, this evidence comes in
the form of limited snapshots in deceased individuals. Tau-PET
allows for the quantiﬁcation of tau in vivo, but the PET signal is
contaminated by off-target binding that limit interpretations28–32.
Despite this limitation, circumstantial evidence has emerged
supporting the hypothesis that tau spreads through connected
neurons in humans. Studies decomposing the spatial distribution
of tau-PET signal in the human brain have revealed spatial patterns highly reminiscent of brain functional networks33–35. In
addition, brain regions with greater functional connections to the
rest of the brain tend to have greater tau accumulation36, regional
connectivity is associated with longitudinal changes in tau burden37, and correlations have been found between functional
connectivity patterns and tau covariance patterns38,39.
Despite mounting evidence linking brain connectivity and tau
expression, the aforementioned studies mostly either involve
comparisons between coarse whole-brain measures of tau and
brain connectivity, or are limited to only a fraction of brain
connections. The initial seeding of tau in the cortex is thought to
lead subsequently to secondary seeding events that cascade systematically through the cerebral cortex. Therefore, it is paramount that studies assessing the spread of tau through the brain
can effectively model the complex spatio-temporal dynamics of
this process. Therefore, we test the tau-spreading hypothesis by
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placing a “tau seed” in the entorhinal cortex, simulating its diffusion through measured functional and anatomical connections,
and comparing the simulated pattern of global tau spread with
the actual pattern derived from tau-PET scans of 312 individuals.
This method allows for a cascade of secondary tau seeding events
to occur along a network over time, more closely simulating
proposed models of tau spread in the brain. We then examine
how the behavior of our model interacts with brain β-amyloid
and what it can tell us about asymmetric tau distribution.
Results
Sample information. Flortaucipir (AV1451)-PET scans measuring tau neuroﬁbrillary tangles in vivo were available for 312
individuals spanning the Alzheimer’s disease spectrum. Demographic information for this sample can be found in Table 1.
Tau-positive probabilities enhance ﬁdelity of tau-PET data. We
executed a procedure to mitigate off-target binding of
Flortaucipir-PET data using mixture modeling. Regional Gaussian mixture modeling of Flortaucipir SUVR data across all
subjects suggested a two-component (bimodal) model as a
superior ﬁt for all 66 cortical regions of interest, including the left
and right hippocampi and amygdalae. These 66 regions were
converted to tau-positive probabilities (Fig. 1c) using the Gaussian mixture models. This threshold-free, data-driven transformation yielded a sparse data matrix with a clear pattern
suggesting a gradual progression of tau across regions of the brain
(Supplementary Fig. 1). When sorted from least to most tau (e.g.
ref. 18), the regional ordering greatly resembled the previously
described progression of tau pathology17 (Fig. 2).
Neuronal connectivity explains the spatial pattern of tau. An
epidemic spreading model (ESM) was ﬁt to the data, simulating the
spread of tau from a single epicenter through macroscale brain
connections over time (Fig. 1). The ESM was ﬁt over several
regional tau-PET datasets resulting from combinations of arbitrary
data pre-processing decisions (see Methods). All models were ﬁt
using the left and right entorhinal cortex as the model epicenter.
Models performed best when SUVR data for the 66 cortical regions
were converted to tau-positive probabilities as described above, with
regression of age, sex, and non-speciﬁc choroid plexus binding from
the data occurring beforehand (Supplementary Fig. 2A, B, F).
Partial volume correction (PVC) (Supplementary Fig. 2C) and
exclusion of Aβ− MCI individuals (Supplementary Fig. 2E) did not
appear to impact model performance, though the best-ﬁtting model
did not use PVC and excluded Aβ− MCI individuals (Supplementary Fig. 2A).
The best-ﬁtting model was ﬁt over a system of anatomical
connections created from a separate sample of young, healthy
individuals using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) tractography.
This model explained 70.2% (null model mean r2 [95% CI] =
Table 1 Demographic information.

n
Age (SD)
% Women
Education (SD)
%APOE4
% amyloid
positive

CN

MCI

AD

Total

162
72.0 (6.4)
45.1
14.8 (3.6)
41.9
42.6

89
70.84 (7.8)
64.0
15.3 (3.7)
58.4
64.0

61
72.0 (7.9)
58.6
12.8 (3.9)
68.5
100.0

312
71.7 (7.1)
53.1
14.6 (3.8)
51.7
66.2

CN cognitively normal, MCI mild cognitive impairment, AD Alzheimer’s disease dementia, SD
standard deviation.
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Fig. 1 Methodological approaches. a An artiﬁcial system based on a pairwise relationship (e.g. functional connectivity) matrix is created, where the
relationship between regions i and j is represented by weight ij. For each subject, a seed is placed at the model epicenter, and the diffusion of this signal
over time is simulated through the system, where the inter-regional relationships determine the pattern of spread, and subject-level free parameters
determine the velocity of diffusion, until an optimal ﬁt is reached. The simulated tau signal is then compared to the observed tau-PET signal to evaluate the
model. b Advantages of the ESM over traditional approaches includes the initiation of secondary seeding events as the diffusion process reaches new
regions (top), and the ﬁtting of subject-level production (β) and clearance (δ) parameters. A balance in these parameters will lead to little to no spreading
over time, while increasing imbalance leads to accelerated spread. c The distribution of all SUVR values in the left inferior temporal ROI are shown. Two
Gaussian mixture models are ﬁt to the data. When a one-component model ﬁts the data better, the ROI is discarded. When a two-component model ﬁts
better, the probability that each values falls upon the second distribution is calculated.

0.056 [0.016, 0.135], p < 0.01) of the overall spatial pattern of tau
(Fig. 3a), and on average, explained 50.9% (SD = 21.8%; null
model mean r2 [95% CI] = 0.104 [0.077, 0.147], p < 0.01) of the
spatial pattern within individual subjects (Fig. 3a). Importantly,
across all possible regions of interest, the entorhinal cortex
proved to be the epicenter providing the best model ﬁt,
corroborating autopsy studies ﬁnding neuroﬁbrillary tangles to
start in the entorhinal cortex (Fig. 3b). Model performance was
better in ADNI (global pattern r2 = 0.78) compared to
BioFINDER (r2 = 0.6), though this difference was partially
mitigated by subsampling BioFINDER to match ADNI based
on demographic variables, and the difference disappeared
entirely when subsampling BioFINDER to match ADNI based
on mean cortical tau signal (Supplementary Fig. 3). Model ﬁt was
good across cognitively normal, MCI and AD subjects, and
expected increases in mean tau signal were observed as disease
severity increased (Supplementary Fig. 4). The ESM was
particularly effective in predicting the early progression of tau,
but diverged more from the observed tau pattern over time
(Supplementary Fig. 5, Fig. 4).
As a validation, the ESM was ﬁt over a second set of anatomical
connections from another non-overlapping dataset consisting of
healthy and cognitively impaired older adults. Once again, the ESM
demonstrated good model ﬁt, explaining 65.6% (null model mean
r2 [95% CI] = 0.107 [0.052, 0.217], p < 0.01) of the overall spatial
pattern of tau, and explained 44.8% (SD = 21.7%; null model mean
r2 [95% CI] = 0.104 [0.077, 0.147], p < 0.01) of the spatial pattern
within-individual subjects on average (Supplementary Fig. 6).
The ESM was ﬁt once again using connectivity matrices
composed of functional connections measured in separate samples

of young healthy adults, and old healthy and impaired adults,
respectively, using resting-state functional MRI connectivity
(Supplementary Fig. 6, Fig. 4). These analyses test whether the
ESM is robust to different measures of macroscale connectivity,
but also can be thought to test an alternative hypothesis of tau
spread through communication of pathological states, rather than
through physical spread of tau oligomers. Models ﬁt over
functional connectomes performed quite well, though slightly
worse than models using structural connectomes (YOUNG:
Global r2 = 0.565; null r2 [95% CI] = 0.089 [0.031–0.187];
individual mean r2 = 0.384, SD = 0.168, null r2 [95% CI] =
0.103 [0.069–0.156]; OLD: Global r2 = 0.586; null r2 [95% CI] =
0.031 [0.000–0.087]; individual mean r2 = 0.451, SD = 0.209, null
r2 [95% CI] = 0.063 [0.037–0.109]), a trend that was consistent
across preprocessing strategies (Supplementary Fig. 2D). Additional alternative hypotheses have been proposed suggesting tau
may simply spread extracellularly across neighboring regions,
rather than through anatomical connections. To test this
hypothesis, a model was ﬁt over a Euclidean distance matrix
instead of a functional or structural connectome (Supplementary
Fig. 6). As with models using functional connectomes, the
euclidan distance matrix performed far greater than chance, but
not as well as models using anatomical connectivity.
Low-level tau spreading is evident in Aβ− individuals. We
divided our study sample into groups based on Aβ status and
examined model accuracy separately within these groups. Model
accuracy remained high even among Aβ− individuals, despite a
low overall tau burden (Fig. 3a). These effects were additionally
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Fig. 2 Tau-positive probabilities recapitulate Braak staging. Each brain region was divided into one of six "Braak stage" ROIs, based on which Braak
stage the region ﬁrst shows abnormal tau (as described in ref. 83). (Left) Each row is a subject sorted top-bottom by least to most overall tau. Each column
is an Braak stage ROI, sorted left to right by most to least overall tau. Warmer colors represent higher SUVR values (top), observed tau-positive
probabilities (middle) or predicted tau-positive probabilites from the best-ﬁtting ESM (bottom). (Right) The same relationship shown in a barchart format.
Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Conversion to tau-positive probabilities creates a sparse distribution of values demonstrating a
progression reminiscent of the staging described in the autopsy literature.

present when including Aβ− MCI subjects, when summarizing
within MCI− subjects alone, and when summarizing results over
only cognitively normal Aβ− individuals without marginally
elevated CSF Aβ and without any APOE4 allele copies (Fig. 5b).
This was validated by examining model ﬁt against the tau pattern
of individual Aβ− subjects (Fig. 5). Model performance was high
across most CN− subjects (Fig. 5a), including those with low or
even very low regional tau burden (Fig. 5c). In many cases, tau
levels that would otherwise be considered subthreshold nonetheless demonstrated a systematic pattern resembling Braak staging, which was also predicted by brain connectivity.
Regional β-amyloid affects regional model performance. For
each model, regions of interest were was classiﬁed as either
overestimated or underestimated by the model based on the sign
of the residual (Fig. 6a, b). Underestimated regions are those
demonstrating greater tau burden than would be expected given
connectivity to the model epicenter (i.e. observed > predicted),
while overestimated regions demonstrate less tau than would be
expected given their connectivity proﬁle (i.e. predicted >
observed). We compared regional model performance to regional
Aβ accumulation as measured from a large dataset of
4

Aβ− PET (18F-ﬂorbetapir, or AV45) scans (Fig. 6c). Compared to
overestimated regions, underestimated regions had greater global
β-amyloid burden (t = 2.9, p = 0.004; Fig. 6d), suggesting the
regional presence of Aβ may accelerate the spread or expression
of tau tangles. Indeed, we observed a signiﬁcant correlation (p <
0.001) between regional model residuals and regional Aβ levels
(Fig. 6e), and this relationship remained signiﬁcant when
adjusting for regional tau.
Evidence for individual asymmetry in tau deposition. Asymmetric lateralization of tau pathology and tau-PET signal is a
prominent feature of rare AD variants40, and pathology studies
have highlighted examples of hemispheric asymmetry in tau
spreading10. We used the ESM to investigate whether a general
lateralization of tau deposition could be observed across the
population, or whether asymmetric patterns in tau deposition
were observable at the individual level. We did not observe a
trend of better model performance when using either the left or
right entorhinal cortex as the sole epicenter, suggesting tau does
not start preferentially in one hemisphere or the other across a
population (Fig. 7a). This effect was only observable when using
models ﬁt over DTI connectomes, since rsfMRI connectomes
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Fig. 3 Performance of ESM in predicting spatial progression of tau. a For each plot, each dot represents a region. The x-axis represents the mean
simulated tau-positive probabilities across the population, while the y-axis represents the mean observed tau-positive probability. A value of (say) 0.3 for a
given ROI would suggest that an average of 30% of all subjects included were predicted (X) or observed (Y) to have positive abnormal tau signal in that
region. The average performance of the four different models are shown separately for (left) all subjects, (center) Aβ− individuals and (right) Aβ+
individuals. b The ESM was rerun using each left–right pair of ROIs as the model epicenter. The model ﬁt (r2) is depicted on the y-axis, and each bar
represents the ﬁt of a model using a given region as model epicenter. Blue bars represents global model ﬁt across all subjects, and red bars represent the
mean within-subject model ﬁt. An entorhinal cortex epicenter provided the best model ﬁt.

exhibited strong heterotopic (and likely indirect) connectivity in
the entorhinal cortex. We next determined the best-ﬁtting epicenter for each individual subject in the study, and categorized
subjects accordingly as best described by a left-limbic, rightlimbic, or non-limbic epicenter. Epicenter hemisphere was associated with asymmetry in tau deposition (p < 0.001), and this
effect became more prominent (ps < 0.01) as disease severity
progressed (Fig. 7d). Speciﬁcally, individuals with a left-limbic
epicenter exhibited greater left temporoparietal binding, but less
right frontal binding, after adjusting for disease status, age, and
sex. This may point to a differing cortical expression of tau
depending on the hemisphere of origin. Right-limbic epicenters
were more common, but decreased with disease progression
(Fig. 7b, c). Individuals with a right-limbic epicenter tended to be
older (p = 0.01; Fig. 7d), but did not differ in sex, education,
amyloid status, APOE4 status, or total tau.
Discussion
Observations in post-mortem human brains26,27 and experiments in animal models14,22–25 have together provided evidence

that tau can be transmitted from cell to cell through neuronal
projections. However, post-mortem studies cannot provide
direct evidence of cell-to-cell spread, and while animal models
have proven tau can spread through neuronal connections
under certain unnatural conditions, they cannot prove that this
phenomenon occurs naturally in humans. Studies searching for
evidence of cell-to-cell transmission of tau in living humans
have been limited by small datasets, simplistic models, and
issues relating to the quantitative measurement of tau. Here, we
used a mixture-modeling approach on a large sample of humans
on the Alzheimer’s disease spectrum to enhance the quantiﬁcation of tau signal, and we applied to this data a diffusion
model based on theoretical principles of an agent propagating
through a network. These simulations explained a majority of
the variance in the global spatial distribution of tau-PET signal
in the brain, and performed nearly as well in predicting the
distribution of tau-PET signal in individual subjects. A similar
model testing the hypothesis that tau spreads across neighboring
brain regions was less successful at explaining the overall pattern. The models performed well in both Aβ-negative and Aβpositive individuals, and also systematically underestimated the
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Fig. 4 Hypothesized, observed, and predicted pattern of tau spreading. (Left) Hypothetical spread patterns represented by Braak stages I, II, VI, V, and VI
as described in ref. 83. (Right) Spreading patterns of (from left to right) the observed tau-PET data, the ESM simulated data using a young structural
connectome, and using a young functional connectome. Warmer colors represent higher proportion of regional tau-positivity predicted or observed across
the population. Each “stage” was achieved by arbitrarily thresholding the population-mean tau-positive probability image at the following thresholds: 0.35,
0.25, 0.15, and 0.05.
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Fig. 5 Model performance in CN− individuals. All plots are based on the best-ﬁtting ESM model described in the text. a The distribution of r2 values
representing the range in individual-level model ﬁt across all CN− subjects. b For each plot, each dot represents a region. The x-axis represents the mean
simulated tau-positive probabilities across the population, while the y-axis represents the mean observed tau-positive probability. Predicted and observed
patterns are plotted for (left) all Aβ− individuals (n = 104), (middle) only Aβ− MCI subjects (n = 22), and (right) individuals without elevated Aβ− PET or
Aβ− CSF, and who carry no APOE4 alleles (n = 62). c Four exemplary subjects spanning both cohorts are plotted. All four subjects are cognitively normal
with MMSE 29–30 and do not carry an APOE4 allele. Their respective ages are 73, 63, 71 and 78. Even at very low (subthreshold) levels, the distribution of
tau follows a pattern similar to Braak staging, and which is predicted by anatomical connectivity patterns.
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Fig. 6 Amyloid explains regional model underestimation. a Regions were classiﬁed as overestimated or underestimated based on the sign of the residual
in a comparison of predicted vs. observed values. b A cortical surface render showing the spatial distribution of over- and underestimated regions. c A
surface render showing the spatial distribution of regional amyloid-positive probabilities averaged over all subjects. d Underestimated regions tended to
have signiﬁcantly greater amyloid burden, suggesting these regions had more tau than would be predicted given their connectivity to the model epicenter.
For boxplots, the center line=median, box=inner quartiles, whiskers=extent of data-distribution except *=outliers. e Correlation between regional model
residuals and regional amyloid. Each point is a brain region, and the y-axis summarizes the degree to which a region was underestimated (positive) or
overestimated (negative) by the model.
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Fig. 7 Epicenter hemisphere associated with individual variation in demographics and tau-PET binding patterns. a Using only left or right entorhinal
cortex alone as model epicenter did not result in improvement in model ﬁt. Error bars represent standard error of the mean in variation in model ﬁt
depending on PVC strategy, confound-regression strategy, and MCI− inclusion/exclusion. b Proportion of individuals for whom a left-limbic, right-limbic,
or cortical epicenter best ﬁt their individual tau-PET pattern. c The same, across disease progression categories. d Subjects for whom left-limbic epicenter
best ﬁt their data were older, using a two-tailed GLM adjusting for disease status. e Epicenter hemisphere was associated with increasing hemispheric
asymmetry in tau-PET signal across disease progression, using a two-tailed GLM adjusting for disease status. f Regions of higher average tau-PET signal in
subjects for whom left-limbic (blue) or right-limbic (orange) epicenters best ﬁt their data; adjusted for age, sex, disease status, and multiple comparisons.
For boxplots in panels d and e: the center line=median, box=inner quartiles, whiskers=extent of data-distribution except *=outliers.

magnitude of tau in regions classically shown to harbor βamyloid. Together, these results provides evidence that tau
spreads through the limbic network in normal aging, and that
the presence of β-amyloid is associated with acceleration of tau
tangle expression into isocortical regions.

Brain networks may be key to the evolution of neurodegenerative disease41. The atrophy patterns of many neurodegenerative
dementias have been shown to resemble resting-state functional
brain networks42–44, and network “hubs” are especially vulnerable
to neurodegeneration across brain disorders45. Studies modeling
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the diffusion of gray matter degeneration across brain networks
have recreated such patterns with impressive accuracy43,46,47.
However, in many neurodegenerative disorders, brain atrophy is
preceded and perhaps caused by the aggregation of pathological
agents. In Alzheimer’s disease, the presence of tau is closely linked
to7,8, and likely precedes48, gray matter atrophy. However, because
gray matter degeneration observed in Alzheimer’s dementia may
be caused by many sources other than Alzheimer’s pathology, gray
matter degeneration itself cannot be used as proxy for tau (e.g.
ref. 49). PET studies therefore provide a unique advantage by
measuring pathological proteins more directly, and applying
network diffusion models to PET data has, for example, led to the
successful description of the spatial progression of β-amyloid in
Alzheimer’s disease50. Our model uses a similar framework to
simulate the spread of tau through the brain and reaches a similar
level of success, both within-subject as well as globally across all
subjects. The application of network models to other forms of
dementia will be needed to conclude whether the spread of
pathological proteins through connected neurons is a common
thread linking many diseases.
While our model recapitulated the early stages of tau spreading
accurately (Braak I–III), later stages (IV–VI) were modeled less
accurately, with a systematic underestimation of tau in regions
prone to early and high-volume β-amyloid aggregation. While
tau, not β-amyloid, is closely associated with atrophy in Alzheimer’s disease, the commonly observed concurrence of extralimbic tau and cortical amyloid burden has led to speculation that
β-amyloid may accelerate or otherwise facilitate the spread of tau
outside the medial temporal lobe. Recent studies in mice have
shown that β-amyloid creates an environment facilitating the
rapid ﬁbrilization of tau14,15. Our data support this notion, as
brain regions harboring more β-amyloid, such as the precuneus
and temporoparietal regions, had a higher incidence of abnormal
tau than would be predicted simply by their regional connectivity
to the medial temporal lobe. A conclusive model of tau spreading
may not be complete without incorporating dynamic interaction
with Aβ.
Tau tangles are a pathological hallmark of AD, but they are
neither speciﬁc to AD nor to neurodegenerative disease in
general. The process of aging appears to lead inevitably to the
accumulation of tau tangles in the medial temporal lobe and
occasionally beyond, a phenomenon known as primary agerelated tauopathy (PART)9. In vivo evidence for the longitudinal accumulation of tangles in healthy elderly has been
observed11. While PART may result in subtle insults to cognition and brain health12,13,51, there is still debate as to whether
PART and AD are distinct processes52. We show that even in
individuals without signiﬁcant Aβ burden and low (subthreshold) tau-PET signal, the spatial pattern of tau resembles early
Braak staging, and can be predicted by connectivity to the
entorhinal cortex. This corroborates a recent study ﬁnding tauPET patterns overlap greater than chance with entorhinal
cortex connectivity even in Aβ-negative subjects53. The
inability of Aβ-PET to identify sparse Aβ burden, especially in
cases with predominant diffuse plaques, may lead to the possibility that undetectable levels of Aβ pathology may be driving
the observed relationships. However, we demonstrated an early
Braak-like pattern of tau in individuals at very low likelihood of
having Aβ pathology (cognitively normal, APOE4-negative,
CSF Aβ negative). These ﬁndings suggest that, even in normal
aging, tau may spread through communicating neurons. The
results also suggest closer scrutiny of subthreshold tau-PET
signal in cognitively unimpaired, Aβ-negative individuals. Elevated SUVR values occurring in a consistent pattern in speciﬁc
limbic regions may be indicative of very low tau pathology,
rather than non-speciﬁc or off-target ligand binding.
8

Tau can be directly secreted into extracellular space, and
mechanisms have been described for subsequent cellular uptake
(c.f. ref. 54), leading to the hypothesis that tau may be propagated
to neighboring neurons. This idea is not supported by our data,
where neuronal connectivity patterns provided a better description of the in vivo spatial distribution of tau. Another hypothesis
stems from the observation that tau has an excitatory effect on
neurons55, but is also secreted by activated neurons55,56. These
two observations have lead to the idea of an excitotoxic cascade,
where the presence of tau excites neurons, leading to overstimulation of connected neurons, which in turn leads to secretion of tau, and so forth. This latter hypothesis cannot be ruled
out based on our data, as it is still predicated on the spreading of
pathological events across communicating neurons. In our study,
we ﬁt the ESM over two different measures of macroscale connectivity, and the choice of modality comes with different sets of
assumptions and limitations. DTI tractography endeavors to
directly measure white matter connections between brain regions,
and may therefore be the most appropriate choice, but also suffers
from important methodological limitations such as the gyral
bias57. On the other hand, rsfMRI connectomes are conﬂated by
indirect connectivity57 (e.g. Fig. 7a), which does not ﬁt with the
hypothesis of direct axonal spread. Additionally, one can imagine
a scenario where a region may act as a way station for tau propagation without itself expressing pathological tau due to (say) its
genomic environment. Additionally, alternative hypotheses of tau
propagation involving network propagation of a pathological (e.g.
excitotoxic or tau overproduction) state would not necessarily
require direct connections. fMRI connectivity may be thought of
a proxy of some of these hypotheses. In our data, DTI
tractography-based connectomes consistently showed superior
model ﬁt compared to models ﬁt over other connectomes (Supplementary Fig. 6, Fig. 2d), once again lending support to the
cell-to-cell transmission hypothesis, though model ﬁt was ultimately high and reproducible across both connectivity modalities.
Next-generation tractography may provide improved models in
the future58, but both measures of connectivity appear to be
sufﬁcient for fairly high-performing simulations of tau spread.
While our ﬁndings lend support to the hypothesis of tau
spreading through communicating neurons, connectivity patterns
and regional Aβ burden together could not fully explain the
observed pattern of tau-PET across the brain. While a portion of
this discrepancy may be explained by measurement error, there
are likely other factors at play. Recent work has outlined a consistent genomic proﬁle across regions that express tau59, implicating that regional variation in intrinsic molecular environment
may mediate the presence and rate of tau tangle formation. This
may explain why, for example, many subcortical regions do not
show substantial tau burden despite connections to regions
expressing neuroﬁbrillary tau tangles. In addition, it is also possible that only certain neuron types can facilitate the transmission
of tau, which may be challenging to model using macroscopic
neuroimaging-based measures of brain connectivity (though
recent advances in single-cell transcriptomic changes in AD may
help guide such analyses60). Heterogeneity in tau patterns61,62
present yet another difﬁculty in tau spread modeling. Finally,
some studies have suggested the directional ﬂow of neuronal
activity may inﬂuence the spread of brain pathology63. Future
studies incorporating this information, along with dynamics
related to regional amyloid burden and regional vulnerability,
may achieve a more complete model of tau spreading. However,
at present, we show that the spread of tau is predicted by connectivity patterns to a degree that greatly exceeds both chance and
other hypotheses of tau spread, and does so in a parsimonious
fashion, supporting the notion that connectivity is in some way
involved in the spread of tau through the human brain.
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The results of the ESM represent an advance on previous
human studies testing the spreading hypothesis of tau. Many
previous studies addressing this hypothesis have elected to
examine covariance between tau patterns and brain networks,
usually measured with rsfMRI. Jones et al.33, Adams et al.53, and
Hoenig et al.35 described overlap between data-driven tau-PET
covariance networks and resting-state functional networks.
Franzemeier et al.38 and Ossenkoppele et al.39 each went further
to show correlations between rsfMRI connectivity and crosssubject covariance in tau-PET signal, within networks or across
the whole brain. Sepulcre et al.64 instead used longitudinal tau
covariance across spatially distributed regions to infer connectivity between those regions. Each of these studies represent
clues that tau spreading and connectivity are related in humans.
However, they do not construct, test, or simulate models of tau
spreading. The ESM simulates the spread of tau from the
entorhinal cortex through a cascade of secondary seeding events
informed by macroscale functional or structural connections, a
process that is designed to mimic the hypothetical spreading of
tau. This model can explain upwards of 70% of the spatial variation of tau in the human brain, representing a substantial
improvement over the aforementioned associational studies, as
well as over studies using similar diffusion models on structural
MRI measures (e.g. refs. 49,65). Importantly, our model is unique
in ﬁnding the entorhinal cortex as the best epicenter, which
corroborates autopsy ﬁndings. While our simulation explains the
tau-PET data to an unprecedented degree, it is imperfect and
remains indirect evidence of tau spreading. However, it also
provides a ﬁrst step toward a tau spreading simulation model,
which can be improved, perturbed, and applied in numerous
contexts. In addition, the ESM has potential as a clinical tool by
estimating where tau will spread based on individual regional
patterns. Knowledge of the expected pattern of tau spread will be
helpful in designing regional outcome measures in future treatment trials directed against tau aggregation.
We used the ESM to conduct a preliminary analysis concerning
individual variation in asymmetric hemispheric distribution of
tau. We observed considerable variation in laterality of tau-PET
signal across individuals, particularly in later disease states, and
the dominant hemipshere was predicted by the hemisphere of the
best-ﬁtting epicenter determined by the ESM. While asymmetric
tau deposition is commonly described in rare AD variants40, our
ﬁndings suggest some lateralization even in typical AD, and may
be associated with differential cortical patterning of tau accumulation. Subjects with right-side dominant tau patterns tended
to be older, but a more thorough analysis is necessary to uncover
whether differential hemispheric lateralization of tau deposition
leads to distinct phenotypes of clinical expression.
Our study comes with a number of limitations. The premise of
testing the hypothesis of tau spread through communicating
neurons requires that both neuronal connections and tau burden
are accurately measured. We attempt to partially surmount these
issues by introducing a data-driven approach for overcoming offtarget and non-speciﬁc binding in Flortaucipir-PET data, and by
validating our ﬁndings over different connectomes across different samples and modalities. Our mixture-modeling strategy is
sensitive to sample size and composition. While it is unlikely that
this phenomenon strongly affected the present ﬁndings, it is an
important point worth consideration for future studies utilizing
this approach to transform tau-PET data. Another limitation is
raised by our choice to remove regions that do not demonstrate
measurable tau burden, namely subcortical regions, from the
model altogether. Certain subnuclei of subcortical structures such
as the thalamus do accumulate tau pathology in Alzheimer’s
disease66, though we were unable to detect such pathology, perhaps due to the resolution of our measurements. While it is
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possible that subcortical structures participate in neuronal
transmission of pathology without expressing the pathology itself,
the current implementation of our model does not support this
type of dynamic. However, while incidental measurement of
indirect functional connectivity is a common critique of functional MRI, here it may pose an advantage, as functional connectivity mediated by subcortical connections may still be present
in functional connectomes used for this study. Finally, we tested
the ESM over a number of different pre-processing decisions, and
mostly describe results of best-ﬁtting models. It is important to
note that a model that best ﬁts our data does not necessarily
equate to a model that best ﬁts biology. However, many different
pre-processing combinations produced high-performing models
(Supplementary Fig. 2A), so we are conﬁdent that our results are
not dependent on our pre-processing decisions.
In conclusion, our data support the notion that tau pathology
itself, or information leading to the the expression of pathology, is
transmitted from cell to cell in humans, principally through
neuronal connections, and not extracellular space. Our ﬁndings
further suggest that this phenomenon proceeds fairly ubiquitously
in normal aging, and that the process is accelerated in speciﬁc
brain regions demonstrating β-amyloid burden. While our crosssectional, in vivo results cannot prove that tau spreads through
neuronal connections, we show that more highly connected
regions have a higher tendency to be affected sooner by tau along
a speciﬁc network path cascading from the medial temporal lobe.
Future models may be able to improve results by incorporating
region-speciﬁc vulnerability factors, directional ﬂow, and Aβ
dynamics, though contributing such information in a parsimonious way presents a difﬁcult challenge.
Methods
Participants. Participants of this study represented a selection of individuals from
two large multi-center studies: the Swedish BioFinder Study (BioF; http://bioﬁnder.
se/) and the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI; http://adni.loni.
usc.edu). Both studies were designed to accelerate the discovery of biomarkers
indicating progression of Alzheimer’s disease pathology. Participants were selected
based on the following inclusion criteria: participants must (i) have a FlortaucipirPET scan, (ii) have either a β-amyloid-PET scan (for ADNI: [18F]-Florbetapir, for
BioF: [18F]-Flutemetamol) or lumbar puncture measuring CSF Aβ1–42. In addition, participants were required to be cognitively unimpaired, have a clinical
diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment, or have a clinical diagnosis of Alzheimer’s
dementia with biomarker evidence of β-amyloid (Aβ) positivity. For both cohorts
separately, PET-based Aβ1–42 positivity was deﬁned using mixture modeling, as
previously described5. For BioFINDER, β-amyloid1–42 positivity was deﬁned as an
(INNOTEST) level below 650 ng/L67. All participants ﬁtting the inclusion criteria
with Flortaucipir scans acquired (BioFINDER) or that were available for public
download (ADNI) in May 2018 were included in this study. In total, across both
studies, 162 cognitively unimparied individuals, 89 individuals with mild cognitive
impairment, and 61 amyloid-positive individuals with suspected Alzheimer’s
dementia were included. Demographic information can be found in Table 1,
whereas a detailed comparison of BioFINDER and ADNI cohorts can be found in
Supplementary Table S1. BioFINDER subjects were on average less educated than
ADNI subjects, and included a higher proportion of amyloid-positive individuals.
All BioFINDER subjects provided written informed consent to participate in the
study according to the Declaration of Helsinki; ethical approval was given by the
Ethics Committee of Lund University, Lund, Sweden, and all methods were carried
out in accordance with the approved guidelines. Approval for PET imaging was
obtained from the Swedish Medicines and Products Agency and the local Radiation
Safety Committee at Skåne University Hospital, Sweden. Information related to
participant consent in ADNI can be found at (ADNI; http://adni.loni.usc.edu).
PET acquisition and pre-processing. MRI and PET acquisition procedures for
ADNI (http://adni.loni.usc.edu/methods/) and BioFINDER68 have both been
previously described at length. All Flortaucipir-PET scans across studies were
processed using the same pipeline, which has also been previously described34,68.
Brieﬂy, 5-min frames were reconstructed from 80 to 100 min post-injection. These
frames were re-aligned using AFNI’s 3dvolreg (https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/) and
averaged, and the mean image was coregistered to each subject’s native space T1
image. The coregistered image was intensity normalized using an inferior cerebellar
gray reference region, creating standard uptake value ratios (SUVR). In order to get
an independent map of β-amyloid (Aβ) deposition, regional Aβ-PET images were
downloaded from a larger cohort of subjects. Baseline ROI-level information for
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scans were downloaded from available ADNI subjects (n = 974),
which had been processed using the whole cerebellum as a reference region.

18F-Florbetapir

The Epidemic Spreading Model. The spread of tau through connected brain
regions was simulated using the ESM, a previously described diffusion model that
has been applied to explain the spread of β-amyloid through the brain50. The ESM
simulates the diffusion of a signal from an epicenter through a set of connected
regions over time (Fig. 1a, b). The dynamics of the spreading pattern are controlled
by the weighted connectivity between regions, and by a set of parameters ﬁt withinsubject, the latter of which are solved through simulation. Speciﬁcally, the parameters represent subject-speciﬁc (i) global tau production rate, (ii) global tau
clearance rate, and (iii) age of onset, which interact with regional-connectivity
patterns to determine the velocity of spread. The ESM is simulated over time for
each subject across several parameter sets, and the set that produces the closest
approximation to observed tau burden for a given subject is selected. Note that
these parameters themselves do not control regional patterning, which is the metric
by which the accuracy of the model is evaluated (see below). Instead, the free
parameters moderate the overall tau burden (i.e. the stopping point), which allows
the ESM to be ﬁt to individuals across the Alzheimer’s disease spectrum. For
example, an individual with little-to-no tau burden would likely be ﬁt with a
balance of production and clearance rates that would preclude the overproduction
and spread of tau signal (Fig. 1c). A detailed and formalized description of the ESM
can be found elsewhere50.
The ESM takes as input a Region × Subject matrix of values ranging from 0 to 1,
representing the probability of a pathological burden (in this case, of tau) in a given
region for a given subject. The model is ﬁt within-subject and, for each subject,
produces an estimate of tau probability for every region of interest. In previous
applications of the ESM, the model is ﬁt over every possible epicenter as well as
combinations of epicenters, and the epicenter providing the best overall ﬁt to the
data is selected. In our case, autopsy work provides strong evidence for a consistent
“epicenter” of tau neuroﬁbrillary tangles in humans. Tangles ﬁrst emerge in the
transentorhinal cortex, before emerging in other parts of the entorhinal cortex as
well as the anterior hippocampus10,17. We therefore ran models with the left and
right entorhinal cortex selected as the model epicenters. In order to validate this
choice, we ran the model using the left–right pair of every region of interest (33
pairs in all) and compared the model ﬁt using each regional epicenter. To examine
asymmetric spreading, we later ﬁt models using just the left and right entorhinal
cortex as separate epicenters. We also found a best-ﬁtting model-derived epicenter
for each subject, by ﬁtting the ESM across all possible regions and ﬁnding the best
within-subject ﬁt.
There are many data pre-processing and model ﬁtting decisions that may affect
the performance of the ESM. Some of these decisions include (i) what kind of
connectivity data to ﬁt the model over, (ii) which brain regions to include, (iii)
what kind of tau measurement to use as input, (iv) whether regional tau-PET data
should be partial volume corrected, (v) whether and how to correct the regional
tau-PET data for confounding signals, and (vi) whether or not to include amyloidnegative MCI subjects. Rather than arbitrarily choosing these parameters, we ﬁt the
ESM over a range of different parameter sets (see subsequent sections) and
investigate how these pre-processing decisions affect model performance. We then
select the best-ﬁtting models for subsequent analysis. Choices for (ii)–(v) are
discussed in Section “Regional tau-PET data pre-processing”, whereas choices for
(i) are discussed in Section “Connectivity measurements”. Across all combinations
of methodological choices, a total of 432 models were ﬁt.
Regional tau-PET data pre-processing. Preprocessing of PET data resulted in
mean regional tau-PET SUVR values from the FreeSurfer-derived DesikanKilliany-Tourville (DKT) atlas69, extracted from each individual’s native space PET
image. Only cortical and subcortical regions overlapping with the MindBoggle
DKT atlas were used70, leaving 78 regions in total. Previous Flortaucipir-PET
studies have noted considerable off-target binding of the Flortaucipir signal,
leading to signal in regions without pathological tau burden, and likely to pollution
of signal in regions accumulating tau28,29,31,32,34. While many previous studies
have ignored these issues, accounting for off-target binding is essential to the
current study, as our model cannot distinguish off-target from target signal, and we
are not interested in the propagation of off-target signal. To address this issue, we
utilized regional Gaussian mixture modeling under the assumption that the target
and off-target signal across the population are distinct and separable Gaussian
distributions (Fig. 1c).
As most individuals do not have tau in most regions, pathological signal should
show a skewed distribution across the population, whereas off-target and nonspeciﬁc signal should be reasonably normally distributed. Such a bimodal
distribution has been observed for β-amyloid, and mixture modeling has been used
in this context to deﬁne global β-amyloid positivity71,72. Our approach differs from
these previous studies as we do not assume the distribution of target and off-target
binding to be homogeneous across cortical areas—we apply Gaussian mixture
modeling separately to each region of interest (Fig. 1c). Speciﬁcally, for each region,
we ﬁt a one-component and a two-component Gaussian mixture model across the
entire population. We compare the ﬁt of the two models using Aikake’s
information criterion. If a two-component model ﬁts the data better, this likely
indicates the presence of pathological tau in a proportion of the population, and the
10

Gaussians ﬁt to the data provide a rough estimate of an SUVR threshold, above
which Flortaucipir signal has a high probability of being abnormal. If a onecomponent model ﬁts better, this indicates the Flortaucipir-PET signal within the
region is roughly normally distributed across the population, which we do not
expect for tau in a population including many cognitively impaired individuals.
The ESM receives regional (tau) probabilities as input, and so we calculate the
probability that a given subject’s ROI SUVR value falls onto the second (i.e. rightmost) Gaussian distribution using repeated ﬁvefold cross-validation. Assuming this
second distribution represents the subjects with abnormal Flortaucipir signal, this
value estimates the proximity of a subject to the pathological distribution.
Effectively, this converts regional SUVRs to regional tau-positive probabilities. This
approach deﬁnes a fairly conservative, data-driven threshold for SUVR values,
above which, one can assume the presence of abnormal signal (perhaps indicating
pathological tau accumulation) with a high degree of conﬁdence.
For purposes of comparison, we also use two other preprocessing strategies for
regional tau-PET data. First, we apply a regional normalization of SUVR values
along a 0–1 scale, which is equivalent to simply using SUVR values as input (the
ESM expects values to be between 0 and 1). Second, we reproduce the reference
strategy described in the original ESM paper. This approach involves creating a null
distribution by obtaining the maximum value of 40,000 bootstrapped samples of
the 5–95% largest SUVR values within the reference region. The distribution is
used to create an empirical cumulative distribution function, which is applied to
each voxel of the PET image, effectively ﬁnding the probability that this voxel is
greater than values in the reference region (see ref. 50 for details). We also ﬁt the
model using different region-sets: (i) all cortical and subcortical regions (n = 78),
(ii) cortical regions only (including hippocampus and amygdala, n = 66), (iii) only
regions demonstrating a bimodal distribution (n varies depending on other preprocessing decisions).
As mentioned above, tau-PET signal is confounded by a number of off-target
binding sources, some of which are age related28,32. Some studies have found that
regressing out certain signal sources, such as choroid plexus binding or age-related
subcortical signal, can improve expected relationships between Flortaucipir and
other measures (e.g. ref. 73). In addition, recent studies have found a putative
impact of sex on Flortaucipir binding74,75. Therefore, we explored the impact of
removing confounding signals from tau-PET data on model performance. We tried
three different strategies: (i) no preprocessing, (ii) regressing out age, sex and mean
choroid plexus binding from each region separately across all subjects, (iii) using a
W-score approach76, where regional SUVR values are normalized by Aβ-negative
cognitively normal elderly adjusting for age, sex, and choroid plexus binding.
Native space choroid plexus regions were available for each subject from the
Freesurfer parcellation, and the mean Flortaucipir signal was taken between left
and right hemispheres. In addition to these processing steps, we experimented with
the choice of partial volume correcting (PVC) data before running the model. The
geometric transfer matrix77 method was used for PVC, and models were run with
and without PVC.

Connectivity measurements. The overall pattern of spread simulated by the ESM
is determined by the relationship matrix, which represents pairwise relationships
between each region of interest. Indeed, this is the system through which the
simulated signal will diffuse. Varying the relationship matrix can, for example,
allow for tests of different hypotheses of spread. In addition, replicating model
effects over different connectomes can improve conﬁdence that results are robust
to different samples or modalities. We ﬁt the ESM over four different connectivity
datasets, none of which overlap with one another or with subjects from the tauPET dataset. We use anatomical connectivity measurements generated using DTI
tractography from (i) healthy and impaired older adults and (ii) young healthy
adults. We further validate this procedure using a functional connectivity matrix
generated from (iii) healthy and impaired older adults and (iv) young healthy
controls to test the hypothesis that tau spreads through communicating neurons.
Finally, we additionally test the hypothesis of tau spreading through extracellular
space by using a Euclidian distance matrix as input.
We created two template structural connectivity matrices using DTI
tractography data from two different samples. The ﬁrst was a dataset of 60 young
healthy subjects from the CMU-60 DSI Template78 (http://www.psy.cmu.edu/
coaxlab/data.html). The second was a sample of healthy older and cognitively
impaired older adults from ADNI. Demographic information and comparisons to
other datasets can be found in Supplementary Table S1. In total, 204 individuals
had one or more DTI scans available, for a total of 540 scans. The two datasets were
preprocessed separately with a previously described diffusion tractography
pipeline79, and acquisition and processing information has been described in
detail80. Brieﬂy, orientation distribution functions (ODF) were calculated and in
turn used to generate deterministic connections between pairs of brain regions
from the Desikan atlas. Speciﬁcally, an ACD measure was used, representing the
total proportion of regional surface area (across both regions) that contain
connecting ﬁbers between the two regions. All images were assessed for quality.
Connectomes were averaged across all subjects within each template, resulting in a
template structural connectome in aging and in health, respectively.
Functional connectivity measurements were generated separately from two
different datasets. The ﬁrst was a subsample of young healthy controls from the
COBRE dataset81, a publicly available sample which we accessed through the
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Nilearn python library. All subjects listed as healthy controls under the age of 40
were selected, totaling 74 individuals. The images were already preprocessed using
the NIAK resting-state pipeline (http://niak.simexp-lab.org/pipe_preprocessing.
html), and additional details can be found elsewhere81. The second dataset
consisted of a subsample of 189 healthy and cognitively impaired older adults from
ADNI who passed quality control procedures. Demographic data and comparison
to the other datasets can be found in Supplementary Table S1. These data were
processed in-house using NIAK in a manner described previously82. Separately for
each dataset, correlation matrices were generated by ﬁnding the correlation
between timeseries’ of each pair of regions of interest from the Desikan-Killiany
atlas, and all available confounds were regressed from the correlation matrices. We
took the mean of all correlation matrices to create an average healthy connectome
template, and an average older/impaired connectome template. These connectomes
were then thresholded so as to only retain the top 10% of connections, and
transformed so all values fell between 0 and 1.
To create a Euclidian distance matrix, we calculated the coordinate representing
the center of mass for each region of interest, and found the Euclidian distance
between it and the center of mass of every other ROI. The matrix was normalized
to a 0-1 scale and inverted. By using this distance matrix in the ESM, we test the
hypothesis that tau diffuses radially across adjacent cortex, rather than through
connected regions.

Statistical analysis. The ESM was ﬁt using different relationship matrices and
across several different preprocessing choices (see above). Each model was evaluated by mean within-individual ﬁt, as well as global population ﬁt. Individual
model ﬁt is calculated as the r2 between predicted regional tau probabilities and
actual regional tau probabilities measured with Flortaucipir-PET, for each individual. The mean r2 across all individuals was used to represent overall model ﬁt. To
evaluate the accuracy of the global pattern, the regional predicted and observed tau
probabilities, respectively, were averaged across all subjects, and the r2 between
these group-averaged patterns were calculated. Together, these two accuracy
measures represent the degree to which regional connectivity predicts the spatial
pattern of tau-PET measured within and across subjects, respectively. To ensure
the magnitude of our results were greater than chance given a matrix of similar
properties, for select models, we ﬁt the ESM using 100 null matrices with preserved
degree and strength distributions using the Brain Connectivity toolbox (https://
sites.google.com/site/bctnet/). We use the null distribution to calculate the mean
and 95% conﬁdence intervals of the relationship occurring by chance. Since we run
only 100 null models per test, the lowest possible p value is 0.01, which would
suggest the observed test value was higher than all values observed by chance.
To examine the global accuracy of the ESM stratiﬁed by amyloid status, we ﬁrst
divided all subjects into one of two diagnostic groups: amyloid negative and
amyloid positive. We then calculated the mean of predicted and observed values
across all subjects within each amyloid group, respectively. We performed similar
analyses across different diagnoses (CN, MCI, AD). In the same manner, we also
examined ESM accuracy stratiﬁed by cohort to ensure the model ﬁt was consistent
between the ADNI and BioFINDER cohorts. As a follow-up, we implemented a
neighborhood search using the ball tree method and Minkowski distance (p = 2) to
created a subsample of BioFINDER subjects matched to ADNI subjects on either
demographics (Age, Sex, Education, APOE4 status) or tau load (average cortical
tau-PET signal). We then once again compared model ﬁt within this BioFINDERmatched-to-ADNI sample to model ﬁt in ADNI subjects.
Studies in rodents have suggested a role of amyloid in facilitating the rapid
ﬁbrillarization of tau oligomers14. This would suggest that amyloid may play a role
in explaining tau patterns that is at least partially independent of connectivity
patterns. To explore this, we tested the relationship between regional modeling
error and regional amyloid depositon. We converted regional amyloid SUVR
values to amyloid-positive probabilities using the same regional mixture-modeling
approach as described above. Next, we used the sign of the residual to divide
regions into those that were overestimated by the ESM, and those that were
underestimated by the ESM. An underestimated region, for example, would show
more tau than the model predicted given that region’s connectivity to the model
epicenter. We explored the relationship between model estimation and amyloid by
comparing the degree of (group-mean) amyloid between overestimated and
underestimated regions using t-tests. We also calculate the correlation between
regional model residuals and regional amyloid values. To ensure this relationship is
independent of local tau, we ﬁt a model assessing the independent relationship of
regional amyloid and tau, respectively, on regional model residuals.
To investigate global asymmetry in tau spreading, we compared the
performance of ESM ﬁt with a left entorhinal cortext epicenter to performance of
models ﬁt with a right entorhinal cortex epicenter. To explore asymmetry in
individual patterning, we ﬁt the ESM over every possible epicenter and stored
information pertaining to the best-ﬁtting epicenter for each subject. Epicenters
were broadly characterized into left and right hemisphere and limbic or nonlimbic. Limbic epicenters included entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, amygdala,
or parahippocampal gyrus. We stratiﬁed subjects by their epicenter hemisphere
(Limbic-Left, Limbic-Right, Other) and used ordinary least-squares general
linear models (GLMs) to examine associations between epicenter hemisphere
and other covariates (age, sex, education, APOE4 status) covarying for disease
status (CN−, CN+, MCI+, AD+). We also compared subjects by their total tau

asymmetry (mean of left minus right across all cortical ROIs). Finally, we ran
separate GLMs assessing relationships between epicenter hemisphere and tau
signal in each region of interest, covarying for disease status, age, and sex. These
relationships were subsequently FDR corrected using the Benjamini–Hochberg
approach.

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Analyses in this manuscript were conducted principally using subjects from the ADNI
and BioFINDER cohort. ADNI is a publicly available dataset and can be accessed at
http://adni.loni.usc.edu/. BioFINDER data are not publicly available for download, but
access requests can be made to the study Principal Investigator, Oskar Hansson.
Additionally, data used to create template connectomes are also publicly available. ADNI
rsfMRI and DTI data can be downloaded at http://adni.loni.usc.edu/. The COBRE
dataset can be accessed at ref. 81, or can be downloaded using the Nilearn python package
https://nilearn.github.io/. CMU60 DTI data can be accessed at http://www.psy.cmu.edu/
coaxlab/data.html. Data used in preparation of this article were obtained from the
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (http://adni.loni.usc.edu).

Code availability
Matlab scripts for the Epidemic Spreading Model will be made available in a forthcoming
public software release. Inquiries into acquiring the scripts beforehand can be sent to
Yasser Iturria-Medina. Python functions used in part to analyze and plot ESM data can
be found at https://github.com/illdopejake/data_driven_pathology/blob/master/esm/
ESM_utils.py.
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